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Final stage of the project Transnational conference
With November 2023, the Need to Connect
(NTC) project is coming to an end. 
With the project being in its final stage,
partners have come together for national
conferences to further promote the
objectives, results, and the impact we
achieved among young mothers, and
professionals supporting them.

Find a summary of
the conference on

YouTube

Partners and young
mothers from the
partner countries

participated

During the conference, young mothers from different
countries had the chance to share their experience being
mothers at a young age in Europe, as well as within the NTC
project. They gave insight into how the project was applied
in each country and how it benefitted them. 
After the conference, all participants had an opportunity to
exchange with each other in a more open and informal
setting, enjoying food and drinks together.

The experiences of young mothers in Europe

The partners and young mothers from all
countries came together in Vélez-Málaga,
located in the south of Spain, to conduct
one last training, exchanging experiences
and learning more about NTC. On the last
day, everyone participated in a national
conference which was streamed live on
YouTube for all interested parties.
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Find us online!

facebook.com/needtoconnectproject Need to Connect need_to_connect

Explore our project results
All project results and information can be found on our website. This includes the national
research with a European perspective on similarities and differences, as well as the training
course, which can be accessed online, and downloaded in PDF for direct use.

www.needtoconnect.eu

If you want to find out
more about the

project, feel free to
contact us directly!

Contact:
info@cis-es.org
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